CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

*Dracula* tells about the journey of Jonathan Harker and his friends to hunt Dracula who have killed their friends, they also want to end Dracula’s evil plans. The journey began when Jonathan Harker came to Transylvania to have business with Dracula. The writer did this research to answer his curiosity about the types of defense mechanism that Jonathan Harker used in his journey from the novel. The writer uses theory from Sigmund Freud.

With characterization we can tell if Jonathan Harker in here is not only a major character but also a static character, this is because his attitude is stable, and his characterization is he is brave, smart and lovely person. The findings from the previous chapter, it could be seen that there are five out of twelve types of defense mechanism that are used by Jonathan Harker. First is Jonathan Harker, the most often used is using Suppression with occurrence 5 times of 13 utterances, then Rationalization 3 times, follow with using Denial 3 times. Next use is Regression and Repression, both occurrences are once. In contrast, use Displacement, Projection, Reaction Formation, and Sublimation are not found in these speeches.

In addition, from the explanation above, it shows the flow of the defense mechanism. The most strength defense mechanism that Jonathan used is suppression by avoid his stressful thought by thinking about something else.
Then, Jonathan Harker used rationalization by use logical explanation or rational reason as opposed to the real reason, because the real reason make him anxiety. Moreover, Jonathan Harker used denial by deny his fear when he confront Dracula to escape from his fear he deny his reality and condition. Also Jonathan Harker used regression to avoid his recent conflict and stress with Count Dracula. The last is repression to repress his anxiety and forgetting his fear.